COMPASS

A Travel Watch and Accessory Collaboration
Tutima, the renown Glashütte born watch
brand since 1927, and celebrated LA-based
shoe and accessory designer George Esquivel
share a dedication to craftsmanship and
design innovation, creating beautifully crafted
products meant to last a lifetime. Travel is a key
theme throughout the Compass collection that
resonates with both brands’ design aesthetics
and is made to accompany every adventurer’s
story as they take on new experiences.

Compass combines Tutima’s mechanical
marvel with Esquivel’s art of handcrafting,
featuring all-natural leather vachetta pieces
crafted in his California workshop. “Craft not
hype”- Esquivel’s go-to motto exemplifies
their commitment to attention to detail and
artistic approach to design. The set includes
a bespoke edition of Tutima’s Patria Dual Time

JOURNEY OF CREATION
dedication to the effort and detail

watch accessorized with two NATO straps
and accompanying watch holder designed by
Esquivel, a pair of his famed Chelsea boots,
and an overnight duffle.
Further celebrating both brands’ artistry and
craftsmanship, each piece is co-branded and
hand-etched with a compass to symbolize
the spirit of travel and adventure that
inspired the collaboration.
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GLASHÜTTE TRADITION
expertise in watchmaking 1927

The history of the Tutima brand began in 1927
in Glashütte, a legendary town with a global
reputation and a name that is synonymous
with high-quality timepieces and with a
historical highlight from Tutima. The father
of the brand’s success is Dr. Ernst Kurtz, a
pioneer and a visionary.
Within its almost one-hundred-year history,
Tutima has lived up to its name meaning “safe”
and “secure” with its dynamic generation
of German utilitarian watches. One of the
brand’s greatest strengths is the harnessing
of their roots in traditional Glashütte
watchmaking to produce timepieces with
traditional values of reliability, legibility, and
durability to be passed on into the future.
Thus, Tutima demonstrates the perfect fusion
of traditional values and horological visions.

CRAFT NOT HYPE
shoes and accessories

George Esquivel is a Southern Californiabased designer and craftsman who
designed his first pair of shoes in 1994 and
began honing his craft thereafter. For over
20 years, he’s operated his namesake brand,
Esquivel, which specializes in handmade
men’s and women’s shoes and accessories.
Over last decade, George served as
Creative Director of renowned luxury bag
and luggage brand Tumi Inc. and as Creative
Consultant for Italian heritage brand Fratelli

Rossetti and has collaborated with many
others for his own brand. In 2020, George
opened Esquivel House, his atelier and store
in Downtown Los Angeles. His new home is
an homage to artistry from around the world.
It is designed to be a special experience that
reflects and showcases the uniqueness of the
Esquivel shoe and accessory collections.
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PATRIA DUAL TIME
manual wind caliber T619

The Tutima Patria Dual Time beautifully
captures the tradition of fine Glashütte
watchmaking and expertise. Housed within
the 43 mmm finely finished stainless steel
case beats the manual wind Caliber 619
movement featuring 65 hours of power
reserve and a dual time function of particular
importance for travelers keeping track of
time across the globe. Embodying precision,
quality, and high craftsmanship, the brilliance
of the art of Glashütte watchmaking radiates
with manually crafted hands made of solid
18 karat rose gold above the Opalin white
silver dial. Traditional Glashütte sunburst
hand finishing is applied to the movement,
beautifully visible through the transparent
crystal back. Tutima’s very own oscillating
system is displayed with a special terminal
curve – a detailed element completed by
hand also traditional of Glashütte.
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Tutima Patria Specifications & Details
• Finely Silver-plated dial
• Large base plate that spans almost the entire diameter of
the movement is embellished with fine hand finishing and
engraving viewable through case back crystal
• Every detail down to the wheels and the screws have
been finely and lovingly finished
• Gold plated movement viewable through the sapphire
crystal case back
• Unimpeded view of the two steel winding wheels and the
special click with its graceful steel spring
• The heads of all screws have been polished according to
vintage company tradition
• The balance wheel oscillates at a frequency of 21,600 vph
• Movement T 619, has over 190 individual components,
produced and hand finished at Tutima Glashutte factory
• 20 jewels, 3 of which are set in screw mounted gold
chantons
To produce One Tutima Patria
• 5 Specialized technicians
• 1 Highly skilled watchmaker
• 160 Hours
Tutima, since 1927 — Glashütte down to the smallest detail

